
Thank you from the bottom of our hearts for all your prayers and 

financial support. You are literally saving lives. The  needs and problems 

of those staying in Ukraine are growing every day—especially in the 

occupied territories . People are without work, without homes, without 

money, without documents, without anything. 

 

‘Fix your thoughts on what is true, honorable and right’ Phil 4.8 

We have been so busy since February 24th and the Russian invasion of  Ukraine that we haven’t had time to post our 

thanks to all of you who have been so kindly and generously supporting us. Some 

of you may not have had your donations acknowledged so we want to say ‘thank 

you’ here and apologise if we have not contacted you.  We especially want to thank 

the kind person who donated £3000 anonymously through Stewardship. Thank you 

to the friend who sent a donation from Switzerland. Thank you for the plant sale and 

open garden in Stockton. Thank you for the Easter sale at Stoneleigh Baptist 

Church which raised over £400. Every donation, large and small, has made a huge 

difference to the lives of  the people we serve.  

 

Just this week, Pastor Valeriy has used funds from DHM towards fuel for 

transporting children to an orphanage in Transcarpathia; to buy 30 crates of pasta 

for internally displaced people in Kyiv and to deliver supplies to the East (Slavyansk, 

Kryvyi Rih and Mykolayiv).  Every penny you give really does make a difference. 

 

We have seen God’s mighty hand at work as the relationships and connections 

made by Joshua and Vardyi (founders of DHM) and all those who visited Ukraine on 

mission trips since 2016 have enabled us to send funds directly to those working 

with the poor. These include the most vulnerable who are unable to leave. The 

photographs shows DHM Ministry partner, Pastor Alexander Tsarevskiy, offering 

communion to the disabled residents of the care home in Tsarichanka—well known 

to many of DHM’s supporters.  

Please pray for Pastor Sasha and all in Vasylkivka. The war is coming closer. 

Heavy shelling can be heard from the town and it looks like Vasylkivka is now within range of Russian artillery. Pastor 

Sasha, like most men under 60, still faces the prospect of being conscripted into the Ukrainian army. 

For the vulnerable—the elderly and disabled are unable to evacuate. There is concern for the safety of the 100,000 

children confined to nearly 700 institutions across Ukraine, who cannot flee the Russian armed forces.  

For those lacking the means to live—social security payments have been disrupted so there are no pensions and 

benefit payments. 

July 1st 2022 

Thank you everyone  
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Thank you Oasis Trust 

 

Pastor Sasha Boiko travels great distances to find and then deliver 

medical supplies, food and fuel but some of the villages are in remote 

areas and local roads are in very poor condition. At the beginning of 

June, we gave £750 GBP to repair the wheels and replace tyres on 

the DHM minibus.  Pastor Sasha, has also, like so many of our part-

ners, been driving to the front line to save lives—taking food, water 

and medicines and helping people leave the occupied areas. Men in 

the occupied cities can be taken by the Russians and forced to join the 

Russian army. Pastor Sasha asked DHM for  a ‘rough tracks capable 

car’. We are very grateful for a donation from Oasis Trust which has 

enabled us to buy a tough car for off road driving.  

Please pray that this car will be used to save many lives.  

We are also grateful for Rev. Roger Martin, our Vice Chair, who brought the car; and to the congregation at Lindsay Park 

Baptist church who provided funds which enabled Roger and a volunteer, Dorin, to drive the car to Lviv. Read more 

about Roger’s story in his blog post: https://www.dniprohopemission.org/blog/ 

Please pray for protection for this car and all who travel in it and for the safety of all our pastors and partners. 

For the need for more cars and even a fully equipped ambulance—requested by Pastor Roman and others. 

  
 

‘In times of trouble, may the Lord respond to your cry.’ Ps 20.1 

Supplies for Dnipro State Hospital 

After collecting the car in Liv, Pastor Sasha will deliver medical  

supplies such as trauma and burn dressings, to Dnipro State  

Hospital as part of our on-going support for the medical team there. 

Our ministry partner Dr Daryna Boiko and the team continue to work 

very long shifts and deal with horrific injuries every day. The  

photograph shows Pastor Sasha and Roger with some of the  

supplies which will be heading to the hospital. 

Please pray for the families of those who have been killed fighting 

the Russian troops and for the Russians who are grieving their  

losses too.  

For the thousands injured and the increasing number of amputees (see Liudmyla’s story p.4) 

For the separated families in Ukraine as women and children continue to leave the country. 

For the 13 million who have fled their homes since the invasion began.  

It was International Children’s Day in Ukraine on 1st June. Even in this time of war, Pastor Serhii and his team were 

able to organise a fun day, with lots of activities, bible stories and gifts for 180 children. DHM provided the funds to  

enable this, giving hope and a sense of normality to both the children and their mums / grandparents. Most dads are 

serving in the Ukrainian army or in other vital support roles and Serhii’s team support both their local community and 

are providing accommodation and caring for many internally displaced people.   

Please pray for Pastor Serhii and all at Poltava Baptist Church. 

For the children who are in grave danger of  being killed, injured and suffering grief and trauma by the Russian bombing. 

Children’s fun day in Poltava 
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We thank God for our pastors  

 

We are so grateful for all the support we have had from our International Advisory 

Board member, Jose Arras, and the European Mennonite churches—from Albania, 

Spain, Lithuania, Netherlands, Germany and across Europe. They have prayed with us, 

offered hospitality and sent messages of support—especially to our Chair of  

Trustees, Joshua Seale, who was taken critically ill in Germany. They have also raised 

funds which DHM has been privileged to send directly to Mennonite pastors in Ukraine.  

The photograph shows the Mennonite church in Novomoskovsk—they send greetings! 

Many of our pastors continue to risk their lives as they travel  

backwards and forwards from the front line in the East with  

supplies and to rescue those who want to find sanctuary in the 

relative safety of Western Ukraine.  

 

Pastor Aleksei escaped from the city of Berdyansk in the  

Zaporizhzhia Oblast under Russian occupation and is now based in 

in Vinnitsia. He is making trips back to the frontline in Zaporizhia: 

‘Now I travel along the front, help with food, help the soldiers ...and 

pray with everyone. Sharing the gospel! My route is already a 

week—about 5000km. Now in Odessa, rockets are flying over-

head, explosions are audible. We serve everyone: soldiers, people in 

need, children...There is a great need for your support. In the occupied 

territories, we have a shortage of food and medicine. People cannot leave, 

and there are no jobs at all in the city.  

Thank you for your prayers.’ 

Pastor Aleksei has shared his story on YouTube. It is harrowing to watch.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VxhubMbRRDg 

In Ukraine right now, 15.7 million people are in desperate need of humanitarian assistance, including 3 million children.  

Our pastors and partners are doing what they can and it is a privilege to support them. They are all tired and weary—

spiritually and emotionally and missing their families but, while there is a need, they will not stop.  

Please pray for Pastor Aleksei,  Pastor Roman and all the other pastors for strength, rest and protection for their work. All 

have been close to death these last few months and have seen many young men fall in battle.                                

For all those driving to the Ukraine border, for safe driving, protection and good rest during their trips.                

For two young pastors—Evgeny and Mykhailo—in Dnipro. They are doing amazing work and we are hoping to be able to 

offer them more support. 

Thank you to the European Mennonite Conferences 

‘Even  when I walk through the dark valley of death, I will not be afraid 

because you are close beside me’ Ps 23.4 

We received a message from Pastor Roman in Zaporizhia in May: 

‘During the 80 days of the war, thanks to your support, we collected and sent 

160 tons of food to the frontline—thank you again for all of your support -  

lives ARE being saved ….. there is HOPE ‘ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VxhubMbRRDg
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Irina and Olga 

 

We have been asked to help Irina, aged 65 and disabled, and Olga, her daughter aged 44, who have had a traumatic 

escape from Mariupol. Here are some extracts from their story: ‘We are members of the Mariupol Christians of  

Evangelical Faith Church ‘Renewal’. We’ve lost so much: our church (after the shelling, there remained nothing but ruins 

of a magnificent building); security, tranquillity, hygiene products, medicine, money, the ability to take a shower,  

sleep in a bed, get medical or other public assistance; our homes and the most terrible loss - health and lives of loved 

ones - something that no human efforts can bring back... in 2014, Russian terrorists and a convoy of border guards in our 

city shot dead our pastor, who was driving his car in the same lane;  in 2022, our other pastor lost his leg during shelling 

near the basement where he was hiding.  

 

From the beginning of the war on February 24, 2022, until the evacuation on April 2, we were in Mariupol...it was getting 

scarier and more dangerous every day. We barely survived as we had to walk on the streets broken by shells and  

covered with debris, under explosions, with my mother in a wheelchair, past completely destroyed, burned houses, killed 

citizens, and unexploded grenades. First, we reached the hospital, where chaos, dirt, and devastation reigned, and the 

next morning we managed to get out of the city. We stayed in occupied villages, finding shelter in churches after the  

filtration procedure and, despite the difficulties, on April 16, we managed to leave on the third attempt to the occupied 

Berdyansk, to the church ‘City-sanctuary’.  There, surrounded by the care of believers, waiting for the right moment, we 

stayed until April 25, when with the church’s evacuation car convoy led by the pastor, we were taken to Zaporizhzhia, to 

the hospitable volunteers. After spending the night in a kindergarten building, we were sent by an evacuation train to Lviv. 

There, on April 27 at the railway station, the presbyter of our Mariupol Church, who always supported us in information 

and prayer, met us and brought us to the Lviv Theological Seminary.’ 

 

The two ladies are currently in Lviv where the air raids have become more frequent. They do not feel safe due to the  

constant threat of rocket fire from the Russians.  

Please pray for Irina and Olga as they hope to come to come to the UK under the Homes from Ukraine scheme.        

For the kind and generous family in the North of England who have offered accommodation and sponsorship. Pray that 

they are able to confirm that Irina’s medical needs can be met by local health care providers.     

For rehabilitation for Irina who had an operation on her spine in 2021 and for Liudmyla (see below).   

Can you help Liudmyla? 

Liudmyla is a 60-year-old Ukrainian woman. When the war began, she lived in 

Donetsk region. On April 6, 2022, Liudmyla was walking down the street when the 

shelling started. Unfortunately, in this encounter, she lost her left leg, and her 

right leg was seriously injured. Liudmyla received first medical aid right after the 

incident, was taken to the hospital, and had surgery. The primary diagnosis is 

traumatic amputation of the lower extremity.  Liudmyla needs expert medical  

attention and care. This is vital for the short-term goal of expediting her wound 

healing and the long-term goal of recovering mobility and independence. She 

needs an expert opinion on whether she is a candidate for a prosthetic limb and a 

medical centre that could provide such treatment, the associated rehab, and the 

necessary follow-ups. If you could help Luidmyla, who lost her limb and livelihood, 

it would truly change her life for the better.  

Dnipro Hope Mission (DHM) is a very small charity and this type of medically 

based help is not something we have any expertise in.  If this is something that 

you could help with, or if you know someone who can, please contact: melanie@dniprohopemission.org. 
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Pray for Pastor D. and his parents 
Pastor D. has asked for our help. Here is some of his story: ‘Our city has been occupied for more than three months. All 

this time we almost every day and every night have heard the sounds of explosions and shooting. These are very scary 

sounds. Every time we heard these sounds, we were always praying for God’s safety. And many times we had to hide in 

the shelter. 

  

Also, especially at the beginning of the occupation, most of the shops and stores were closed; in those few shops that 

remained open, the shelves were almost empty, and the people had to stay in the long waiting lines in order to buy 

something. I know it is quite difficult to imagine. The banks still do not work, as well as the chemist’s shops. 

  

It is really difficult to live in such a context. We are really exhausted and very tired because of this situation. We pray for 

God’s mercy and protection, that God would keep us safe and give us a safe place to live. That He would give 

deliverance and freedom for our city. Please pray for this as well.’ 

Please pray for all those trapped in occupied territories with limited food, water and medicines. 

For all those trying to escape—it is very dangerous. If they cross the front line into Ukraine they risk being caught in the 

cross-fire. They could go to Russia and take flights to cities like Istanbul and Georgia but...if  they give the wrong answers 

to questions asked by Russian officials they may be sent to a 'filtration camp'.  

That Ukrainian troops would break through and retake this city allowing Pastor D. and his parents and many others to 

reach safety. If this is not possible, that both sides would agree an evacuation corridor.   

That Pastor D. and his parents will be able to come to the UK under the ‘Homes for Ukraine’ scheme and that we would 

have a ‘home of hope’ here waiting for them. 

 ‘ 

Lord, when did we ever see you hungry and feed you? Or thirsty and give 

you  something to drink ? Or a stranger and  show you hospitality’ Matt 25.37 

Vitalii, who has recently come to the UK under the Homes for Ukraine scheme, wrote: 

‘And in the present, time death is walking around my country. It’s terrible, 

especially when you have children and alive parents. It’s sad’. 

We continue to hope and pray that the war will end soon. 

The photographs show our ministry 

partners, Pastor Vasyl from Donetsk 

and Dr Michael Cherenkov.  

Dr Cherenkov recently joined our  

International Advisory Board and was 

on a mission trip to Ukraine. They  

travelled to the Donetsk region to deliver 

supplies to a town close to the frontline 

in the far east of Ukraine. 

Please pray for Pastor Vasyl and his family who recently lost their home. 

Pray for Pastor Michael whose parents and siblings are still in the  

Donbas Region.  His mother is recovering from surgery and cannot walk and 

needs to obtain travel documents. You can find out more about this family and their deep Christian faith from 

this podcast:  https://www.gtp.org/2022/06/inspiring-stewards-episode-10/  

Pray for Pastor Vasyl and Pastor Michael 

https://www.gtp.org/2022/06/inspiring-stewards-episode-10/
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Update on Pastor Alexander 

 

Thank you to all who have contacted us to offer a home under the Homes for 

Ukraine scheme. We have ‘matched’ some of the homes offered with guests.  

Some are now unable to proceed—family and life circumstances changing 

since the scheme was launched. Some are still waiting to be ‘matched’ - 

thank you for your patience!  We are in need of  homes with 2 or 3 spare  

bedrooms.  Many families from Ukraine are larger and often families of  

three generations want to stay together—mothers, daughters and  

grandchildren. The photograph shows Inna and her daughters who fled  

Odessa for the UK, with their hosts Charlie and Esther. If you know of anyone 

who is still waiting to host refugees from Ukraine, please pass on this email address:  melanie@dniprohopemission.org.uk. 

Please pray for all who are hosting and sharing their homes and their lives with refugees from Ukraine. Supporting people 

fleeing from war and terror may be wonderful but may also be challenging, time-consuming and exhausting. 

Pastor Alexander D, who led a thriving ministry to the disabled in Kyiv prior to a terrible  

accident in January, has made his first supported steps. To give some context to this and a  

reminder about the background story, family and friends helped him escape an upper floor  

apartment in Kyiv where he had been unable to move because of his injuries. After a traumatic  

journey across Europe they eventually made it to a suitable medical centre in Sweden with  

medical staff being shocked that he had survived pneumonia and other complications resulting 

from the trauma. Alexander has constantly told others that God is good, and he continues to 

bring new disciples to God’s kingdom.  A huge thank you to all those in Sweden who are helping 

Pastor Alexander. 

Please pray for Pastor Alexander’s continued rehabilitation. 

For the disabled community from Kyiv now with him in Sweden. 

For his family— especially his wife, Yulia, and their four daughters. 

For the future of this family who, like so many others in Ukraine, have lost everything. May they know hope. 

Homes for Ukraine—larger homes needed 

Songs of Praise interviewed two families— the Birch family from Wales who offered 

their home to DHM and the Rybalchenkos family who asked DHM for help—The 

episode was screened on June 26th. Catch up on iBBC Player. The BBC writes: ‘We 

meet a Ukrainian family who have fled their homeland, swapping the city streets of 

Apostolove for the valleys of Wales after being offered a new home by a British 

Christian family’. Tymofii and his wife were students at Lviv Theological Seminary 

and met Joshua Seale, chair of DHM,  when he lectured there before the war. 

Paul writes: ‘I have been encouraged to help support Pastor Alexander and his family after his awful accident. I recently 

brought out a new album of my songs and I have decided to give half of any sales proceeds to Pastor Alexander.’  

Paul has CDs available as well as people being able to download the album 

from Bandcamp. You can find the link here: paulbrittain.bandcamp.com  

Thank you to Paul Britain @ Reigate Baptist Church  

Songs of Praise 

http://paulbrittain.bandcamp.com/


Photo Fundraising Event with Claudia Lucy  

DHM Board of Trustees 

We are so thankful to Claudia who approached DHM with a wonderful and  

generous fundraising idea. Claudia is an award winning photographer who 

wanted to help raise money as she says: ‘to support the people of Ukraine both 

in their current day to day existence and in their fight against the decimation of 

their homes, their lives and their hearts in the wake of unprovoked and  

indiscriminate conflict”. Claudia offered her outstanding photography services to 

help raise much needed funds. £750 was raised with ALL donations from the 

mini photo sessions going directly to help the urgent life-saving and  

compassionate work of DHM. It was a privilege to join Claudia to support her 

proposal to host the mini photo sessions, and also her son who did an amazing 

job helping the children relax for the photos, as well as the parents!  

It was a moving day sharing the work of DHM and watching families who would 

receive an exceptional treasured photo memory. Many thanks to Corzo Lounge for their wonderful support, offering their 

facilities for free, providing a significant space to set up and making everyone welcome. Huge thanks also to Lee at Copy-

Tech Print Services Reigate for his support in donating towards printing the posters, flyers and leaflets for DHM.  

Claudia has very kindly offered to organise more fundraising events for DHM. If you would be interested in helping to host 

one of these mini photo sessions, maybe at a school, church or local cafe, Please do get in touch at: 

jacquie@dniprohopemission.org  

Look! How good and how pleasant it is 

when brothers and sisters truly live in unity Ps 133.1 . 

Please join us in prayer 

We hold a regular on-line Zoom prayer meeting usually on the first 

Thursday of each month from 3-4pm (BST).   

We would love to see you on July 7th, August  4th and September 8th.  

If you would like to join us please contact the prayer convenor: 

melanie@dniprohopemission.com.  

Please pray for Joshua  Searle, DHM Chair of trustees who is recovering 

from peritonitis and his wife Varduyi and her Ukrainian family. Varduyi’s 

mother, Sonya is here in the UK but other family members are scattered 

throughout Europe with some still in Ukraine and living in conflict zones. 

Please pray for us as we prepare to build our capacity to enable us to best support our partners in Ukraine in 

response to the on-going and long-term needs – not just in humanitarian assistance but in the longer term  

reconstruction of churches and communities in Ukraine – to build:  

‘houses of hope’ where the ‘light shines on in the darkness.’  

Please pray for an end to the war and for restoration of freedom and peace. 

For the rebuilding of the homes, hospitals, churches and lives, so that the people can return.  

That bodies, hearts and minds may be healed. 
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Thank you so much to Reigate Baptist Church 

 

Another grateful ‘thank you’ to the ‘Band of Brothers’ at Reigate 

Baptist Church who took part in a charity bike ride for Dnipro Hope 

Mission – cycling along the Downslink Way from East Grinstead to 

Shoreham. They enjoyed brilliant weather, great company and 

superb fish & chips at Shoreham and raised over £1,000 for DHM - 

helping towards the running costs of our new ’rough tracks’ car.  

Thanks so much to the organizers and the participants. 

‘I urge, then, first of all, that petitions, prayers, intercession and thanksgiving be 

made for all people – for kings and all those in authority, that we may live peaceful 

and quiet lives in all godliness and holiness.’ 1 Tim 2 1-2   

We are so thankful for people like Jess, who wrote: I'm Jess. I'm running my first ever race, the Oxford Town and Gown, 

on May 8th. My amazing brother and sister in law, Joshua and 

Varduyi, set up Dnipro Hope Mission well before most of us knew 

where Ukraine was. For 10 years they have been supporting local 

communities to do incredible work to alleviate the suffering of 

some of the most vulnerable and marginalised people in Ukraine. 

Now life for these people is even more difficult, dangerous and 

dreadful. Now they need our help more than ever. 

 

I'm not a "runner", and it's taken almost a year to get me from running for 5 minutes to running a decent 5K. I have begun 

to treasure the freedom to get out, when I can fit it in, and pound the streets, parks and waterways of this fantastic city. It's 

easy to take all this for granted but every training run I manage, I feel profoundly blessed so this fundraiser is my tiny way 

of making what I do make someone else's life better, by raising the profile of the charity, Dnipro Hope Mission and 

contributing money to the vital work they do.’ Jess raised almost £1000. DHM says ‘thank you’ so much to Jess and all 

who supported her. 
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Thank you to the Richmond Family 

Give if you can— the need grows daily 

Please keep donating to DHM, if you can, so that we can continue to support all of our pastors and their churches and 

others as they continue to save lives and give hope during this horrific war. We are a charity of volunteers with a direct 

link to each of our partners, 100% of your donation will go directly to our partners in Ukraine. 

 

Please donate: Via our Stewardship account or through a standing order or one-off payment to the DHM account: 

Sort Code: 30-90-91 / Account Number: 68149860 / Account Name: Dnipro Hope Mission /  

Bank Name: Lloyds Bank 

Gift Aid: If you are a UK taxpayer we can make your donation go even further thanks to Gift Aid. For every £1 you 

donate, we are able to claim a further 25p off the UK Government.   

Click here for details and our gift aid form: https://www.dniprohopemission.org/donate/ 

https://www.dniprohopemission.org/
https://www.dniprohopemission.org/

